
The 'Start of Play' replaces all faceoffs with this new concept (with the exception of the faceoffs

that start a period).  The typical flow of a hockey game (line changes, assessment of

goals/penalties, etc.) will not be affected by utilizing this concept.  The main component within a

typical game that will be affected is the standard faceoff, which will be replaced by this concept.

While the Start of Play replaces the standard faceoff, it will utilize the customary location of a

faceoff as the starting point for each Start of Play (ie; wherever the standard faceoff would have

occurred is where the Start of Play will take place).

Instead of two teams facing off in an attempt to gain possession at the resumption of play, the

team that caused a stoppage of play will not have possession of the puck for the ensuing Start of

Play (rather the team that did not cause the stoppage [non-offending team] will begin the Start of

Play with possession of the puck).

The process for Start of Play is as follows.

'START OF PLAY'

 Which team caused the stoppage of play?

 Where would the resulting face-off traditionally be held?

The simplest way to understand/explain each scenario is to rely on the answers of two questions;

1.

2.

 The stoppage of play occurs when the referee blows their whistle.

 The referee will place the puck on the face-off dot where the traditional face-off would have

occurred (which will act as the starting point for the following Start of Play).

 Teams are permitted to make line changes (as standard within a game).

 Each team's players will then line up behind their designated 'team lines'.

 Once players are lined up appropriately and are stationary, the referee will blow the whistle to

start play (as well as to start the game clock).

 Play resumes.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

All standard faceoff locations within a game of hockey will now fall under one of six Start of Play

scenarios (which are outlined within this document, along with various examples)

The answer to both questions will determine where the ensuing Start of Play will occur, as well as

which team will start play with possession of the puck.

 Which team caused the stoppage of play?1.

        The team that did not cause the stoppage will start play with possession.

    2. Where would the resulting face-off traditionally be held?

        Wherever this faceoff would have occurred will act as the starting point for the

        ensuing Start of Play.



A goaltender is required to keep play moving when there is no attacking team

pressure (as standard within USA Hockey rules).  At the on-ice officials discretion, a

goaltender that is deemed to be freezing the puck in order to cause a stoppage

of play (which would now normally result in their team's puck possession at the

onset of the Start of Play) will result in the attacking team possession for the

ensuing Start of Play.  The on-ice official may also award the goaltender a delay

of game if this action continues (in accordance with USA Hockey rules).

Stoppage of play that would normally result in a faceoff in the end zone.

Defending team (non-offending team) starts play with possession. 

END ZONE
DEFENSIVE TEAM POSSESSION

D A

D

D

D

D

A

A

Defending team goaltender freezes puck

EXAMPLES

EXCEPTION

ATTACKING

TEAM LINE

DEFENDING

TEAM LINE

A

A

A

D

Attacking & defending players are permitted to start play in any

position, so long as it is behind their designated team line.



Defending team ices puck

Defending team high sticks puck (on their defending half of the ice)

Defending team commits penalty (on their defending half of the ice)

Defending team shoots puck out of play or onto goal (on their defending half

of the ice)

Defending player injured (on their defending half of the ice)

Defending team dislodges their own goal

Defending team freezes puck along boards, or causes stoppage by pinning

(on their defending half of the ice)

Defending team deflects an attacking team shot directly out of play

A shot on net is not permitted as an allowable Start of Play, due to the injury

potential for a goaltender.  The attacking team must make at minimum one pass

prior to a shot on net being permitted, or must enter the zone and develop play

prior to a shot on net.

Stoppage of play that would normally result in a faceoff in the end zone.

Attacking team (non-offending team) starts play with possession. 

END ZONE
ATTACKING TEAM POSSESSION

D A

D

D

D

D

D

A

A

EXAMPLES

IN ADDITION

ATTACKING

TEAM LINE

DEFENDING

TEAM LINE

A

A

A

Attacking & defending players are permitted
to start play in any position, so long as it is

behind their designated team line.



Stoppage of play that would normally result in a faceoff in the neutral zone.

Defending team (non-offending team) starts play with possession. 

NEUTRAL ZONE
DEFENSIVE TEAM POSSESSION

D A

D

D

A

A

Attacking team offsides, handpass

Attacking team awarded penalty in attacking zone

Attacking team high sticks puck in attacking zone

Attacking team freezes puck along boards or board pin in attacking zone

Attacking team penalized (in attacking zone)

Attacking team shoots puck out of play or on goal frame (in attacking zone)

Attacking team handpass (in attacking zone)

Attacking team player injured (in attacking zone)

Attacking team knocks/dislodges net

Attacking team freezes puck/pins defending player along boards

EXAMPLES

IN ADDITION

A shot on net is not permitted as an allowable Start of Play, due to the injury

potential for a goaltender.  The attacking team must make at minimum one pass

prior to a shot on net being permitted, or must enter the zone and develop play

prior to a shot on net.

D
D

D

A A

A

ATTACKING

TEAM LINE

DEFENDING

TEAM LINE

Attacking & defending players are permitted
to start play in any position, so long as it is

behind their designated team line.



Stoppage of play that would normally result in a faceoff in the neutral zone.

Attacking team (non-offending team) starts play with possession. 

NEUTRAL ZONE
ATTACKING TEAM POSSESSION

D A

D

D

A

A

Defending team offsides

Defending team handpass (in attacking zone)

Defending team high sticks puck (in attacking zone)

Defending team player injured (in attacking zone)

Defending team player freezes puck/board pin of attacking player (in

attacking zone)

EXAMPLES

IN ADDITION

A shot on net is not permitted as an allowable Start of Play, due to the injury

potential for a goaltender.  The attacking team must make at minimum one pass

prior to a shot on net being permitted, or must enter the zone and develop play

prior to a shot on net.

A A

A

D
D

D

DEFENDING

TEAM LINE

ATTACKING

TEAM LINE

Attacking & defending players are permitted
to start play in any position, so long as it is

behind their designated team line.



Stoppage of play that would normally result in a faceoff at center ice.

Attacking team (non-offending team) starts play with possession. 

CENTER ICE
ATTACKING TEAM POSSESSION

D A

D

D

A

A

Defending team scores goal

Defending team handpass (in their attacking half of neutral zone)

Defending team high sticks puck (in their attacking half of neutral zone)

Defending team player injured (in their attacking half of neutral zone)

Defending team player freezes puck/board pin of attacking player (in their

attacking half of neutral zone)

EXAMPLES

IN ADDITION

A shot on net is not permitted as an allowable Start of Play, due to the injury

potential for a goaltender.  The attacking team must make at minimum one pass

prior to a shot on net being permitted, or must enter the zone and develop play

prior to a shot on net.

A

A

A

D

D

D

ATTACKING

TEAM LINE

DEFENDING

TEAM LINE

Attacking & defending players are permitted
to start play in any position, so long as it is

behind their designated team line.



Stoppage of play that would normally result in a faceoff at center ice.

Defending team (non-offending team) starts play with possession. 

CENTER ICE
DEFENDING TEAM POSSESSION

D A

D

D
A

A

Attacking team scores goal

Attacking team handpass (in their attacking half of neutral zone)

Attacking team high sticks puck (in their attacking half of neutral zone)

Attacking team player injured (in their attacking half of neutral zone)

Attacking team player freezes puck/board pin of attacking player (in their attacking

half of neutral zone)

EXAMPLES

IN ADDITION

A shot on net is not permitted as an allowable Start of Play, due to the injury

potential for a goaltender.  The attacking team must make at minimum one pass

prior to a shot on net being permitted, or must enter the zone and develop play

prior to a shot on net.
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D

D

ATTACKING

TEAM LINE

DEFENDING

TEAM LINE

Attacking & defending players are permitted
to start play in any position, so long as it is

behind their designated team line.


